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The attempt to heal the old separation between heart (faith) and mind (science). Everyone has
the right to choose. But not a sinful choice! The God of the Bible has damned those who chose
sin! Freedom is defined as action within God’s laws. That is why even ordinary criminals are not
free, but instead sit in prisons. You might ask: “If faith is truth, why are there so many faiths out
there, even within individual religions?” Because Paradise is Lost. But God has single faith and
single knowledge within own mind. “Do you think I came to bring peace on earth? No, I tell you,
but division.” Luke 12:51.

DEFINITION of God: God is the Omniscient Being. To know everything means to answer it correctly, if you are
asked what digit is in given place after the comma in the number of pi (π ≈ 3.14). For example: the examiner asks
to name the second digit after the comma in pi, to which God replies: ”4”.

THEOREM: God exists because He knows everything.
PROOF: At the moment, there are no people on the planet who will answer correctly and quickly about the billion

billion billionth decimal in the number of pi (even with modern quick algorithms it is not possible yet). But such
people would know about their existence. But it does not follow from this that they actually exist. Another thing
is if you strive to know everything, any digit after the decimal point, and you got such a super-power (“Ask and it
will be given to you; seek and you will find; knock and the door will be opened to you.” Matthew 7:7) then it will
be a miracle! You would be unicum! It is easy for you to walk on the water and not sink, because you found out
everything about pi! And you still know that you exist. So, if you have all the fullness of knowledge, then among
them will necessarily be the knowledge of the existence of the Omniscient Being - yourself. Therefore, God must
necessarily exist and answer correctly, if you ask Him, about any digit in pi.

It follows, that only and solely the Omniscient Being knows for certain about own existence (and precisely through
my proof), because no one knows own origin, “except the Son, and to whom the Son wants to discover.” Matt. 11:27.
Without notion of Origin, there is Absolute Solipsim: Lauren Tousignant, The universe shouldn’t exist, according to
science, New York Post (October 25, 2017).

God does not require proof, not because there are none, but because God is infinitely obvious: a waste of time
proving something that is absolutely obvious. But I will still prove: if there is knowledge that nobody among the
people yet knows (like first trillion of trillions of digits in the Pi), then who knows this knowledge? Knowledge is
defined as that, what someone knows. Therefore, there is the God who knows all knowledge: either it is hidden yet
or already found.

You say that I have a lot of mistakes and inconsistencies, that I have a circular argument? And now please write
everything you wrote, but only with a strong desire to confirm my case. Did not you hear about the human factor
- wishful thinking? Thanks to latter they did not throw the Charles Darwin out of the school curriculum, despite
the protests of true scientists. Try to love me like Jesus does to a stranger and look not for refutations (if desired,
everything can be refuted through trolling and lies), but look to confirm my article.

I. WHO FORBADE TO MIX RELIGION AND SCIENCE?

Newton’s Theory, and therefore Einstein’s Theory (as the successor of Newton) is fundamentally wrong, because
they do not describe the movement of bodies in space. It is necessary to know at least something about Dark Matter
and Dark Energy. However, Dark Energy and Dark Matter still contain neither energy as such nor matter. So should
Newton have introduced the function of God into the laws?

You might ask: “If I attributed the same observational movement of the matter of the universe, not to dark matter
and dark energy, but to the breath of God, but I still could not show God’s breath in the lab, could I?” You have
out-dated information. Look, here is the actions of God in the Lab, which my papers do support mathematically (I
am submitting the papers to top physics journals now): “Virtual Matter acts on Actual Matter” https://youtu.be/

Believer Isaac Newton introduced the second law: the acceleration of the body to its mass is equal to the physical
force acting on the body: am = F , and I give place to Free Will and God, inserting there spiritual force D, namely
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am = F +D. Evidence, that spiritual force is not always equal to zero, is published by me in this peer-reviewed ar-
ticle: http://www.ijser.org/onlineResearchPaperViewer.aspx?On-the-value-of-David-Bohms-Quantum-Mechanics.pdf
The only problem is that the journal might be printing everything the author pays for.

But you can write into the arXiv.org. They publish many articles on spiritual topics (enter in the search engine
a spiritual words: God, angel, faith ...). However, since I am a person outside the system and without scientific
connections, the moderators do not allow me into the arXiv.

Evidence of God and Free Will is the inevitable mixing of Religion and Science. Scientific search has not advanced
at all in the understanding of God, since they do not even know the objective definition of this word “God”. And
I proved God: only the All-Knowing can be confident in His own reality, and not illusory. After all, the illusion of
something is a violation of the Logic of Aristotle, and if a star in the Universe violates logic, then this casts doubt
on the reality of the whole world. The All-Knowing knows about own existence, therefore the existence of God is a
part of knowledge, and even its basis and definition: it was the God of Truth who, through talented men, founded
science as the path to Himself. Faith is defined in the English Wikipedia with references to serious sources as loyalty
(faithfull-ness) to Knowledge: a mentally healthy person has the mind in his heart.

In science, there must be Love in the sense that there should be no competitive enmity between scientists. If
you don’t mix Religion and Science, then Love, Justice, Authority, Respect, Truth will not penetrate into Science.
Pure science is alien to such concepts; and judging by its latest articles, Science came to Absolute Solipsism - the
simplest “explanation” of reality: Lauren Tousignant, The universe shouldn’t exist, according to science, New York
Post (October 25, 2017). But the Coral Castle of Edward Leedskalnin tells another story. The Unsolved Mystery
makes us mix Religion and Science. But under the pressure of facts, Official Science retreats into Absolute Solipsism
- the rejection of Reality and all things. But we must move in the opposite direction - towards Love and Truth in
Person.

Nature is defined by me as that, what Standard Instruments measure, and latter is what measures the Nature.
But the God is spiritual, not natural. Thus, to measure God is making Him killed. Action of God or spiritual being
(including Placebo effect of humans) does changes to nature, e.g. the miracle of Holy Fire in Jerusalem. That can be
measured, thus, miracles are natural things, caused by spiritual beings. The standard instruments, which measure the
nature, are unchangeble by definition of measurement. Thus, spiritual world does change to these standards. Thus,
e.g., wife and husband are physically separated bodies, but in spiritual unity. Our world is spiritually physical.

The names of God are the essence of God, thus, feeling love, looking at Creation, etc., we are feeling God. God
is not tree, God is not bird. But God is Spirit, the Spirit of Creation, the Spirit of Love, “the Spirit of truth. The
world cannot accept Him, because it neither sees Him nor knows Him. But you know Him, for He lives with you and
will be in you.” John 14:17. What does the Love? Love is always mutual, love is always mutually shared (that is why
atheists do not love a dead car or a dead mobile phone, or an Artificial Intellect Robot, atheists are simply addicted
to it: a car can not love you back; but theists can love all Creation, because they love its Creator - God). Because
love spiritually unites, Love connects two physically separated parts. Recall the recently filmed story “Beauty and
the Beast”: the Beast must have get back the Love of a Living Being in order to escape from demonic twilight zone
into reality - to get connected to the Spirit of Life. Then Biblical “love your enemy” means “love your God”, because
He wants to repent your enemies as well.

“Whoever claims to love God yet hates a brother or sister is a liar. For whoever does not love their brother and
sister, whom they have seen, cannot love God, whom they have not seen.” 1 John 4:20. Love God, but hate satan.
Because they are sources of Love and hate and accordingly, the satan accepts only hate towards himself from you.
The satan hates whose, who love the satan. The only hope to get “love” and “respect” from satan is to hate him,
while serving his evil goals: “Erasure - Love To Hate You” https://youtu.be/ That is why even ordinary females
dislike whose males, who very strongly love them. Love or Hate, there is no other option (because satan can only
hate), thus, indifference (tolerance to sin; and frigidity) is form of silent hate.


